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INTRODUCTION
Terms in archreology, as well as in any other field of knowledge, necessarily
bear the hallmark of the language in which they were first put into circulation.
This, however, poses many problems to any compiler of an international vocabulary
of scientific terms, as each word has to be examined in the context of its historical
and local origin, before an internationally acceptable nomenclature can be estab-
lished. This is particularly so when divergent interpretations of the meanings of a
term already exist.
Disagreements on terms and their meaning even among Western scholars have
affected good international co-operation-and how much more will this be so
when we come to correlate them with Japanese, for example. Postwar, most
scholarly publications in Japan carry brief resumes of their articles in some Western
language. This very commendable practice is not without danger, particularly when
a. Japanese term is equated with a Western term from which it materially differs.
To give an example, for some types of stone implements certain names have been
used and accepted internationally as equivalent though no homologous relation
between the object of specifically Japanese origin and the nearest Western type
as yet can be proved.
Thus a Western scholar, who reads articles and summaries that give terms with a
specifically Japanese connotation, may be misled by the Western terms used by
the Japanese scholar or his translator. When such terms become accepted this can
cause infinite complications the undoing of which may take years, and even then
they tend to persist and poison co-operative work.
The beginning of the terminological contacts between the West and Japan goes
back to the Meiji era, when Western scholars published several reports on the
prehistory of Japan (Franks 1868, Baux 1873, Maget 1876) which caught the
attention of the Japanese scholars and aroused their enthusiasm for developing this
new branch of science. After the Japanese National Museum was established in
1872, practical work on Japanese soil began with the excavation of the shell mounds
at Omori, near Tokyo, in 1878, guided and directed by Edward Sylvester Morse
(Morse 1879), and followed in the same year by the research on the shell-mound of
Okadaira (Ibaraki prefecture) which was conducted by a Japanese team alone
(Iijima-Sasaki 1883). As no proper terminology as yet existed in this new field,
the Japanese had to do with whatever was available: they translated foreign terms
and, in writing them, used Chinese characters for analytical reproduction of the
content and meaning of the foreign term. This method of 'loan-translation'
(shakuyo-gensho {{j ffl Jjl ~) was, and still is, used in many fields, particularly in
philosophy and other humanities, natural sciences such as physics, etc.
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The ever increasing interest in the non-literal material of the past as a new kind
of historical source finally resulted in the foundation of the Japanese Anthropological
Society (jinruigaku no Tomo, C Iv Z, v"\ iJ~ <OJ Co ~, 1884) and the journal of the
Japanese Anthropological Society (jinruigakkai-hokoku A %Ji~ 1b fit 15-, 1886) which
became the real starting point of Japanese prehistorical research and its publication.
Beginning with 1886, when Western writings on Japanese prehistory had come to
an almost abrupt stop, the Japanese continued the research, now independent of
Western influence, thus enlarging and improving the archreological vocabulary
and basing it on more native views and words. The mass of present Japanese
archreological terms originated in this second phase.
The third phase of the development of the Japanese archreological vocabulary
has been postwar. Since the end of the war systematic research work has been done
on the so-called Japanese Palreolithic Age (non- or pre-ceramic age 1m ± ~ -:><:. {fj,
JIG *,I-:><:.:x' {fj Mf ~) and serious controversies have taken place which even to this
day have been only partly settled. Now the scholars faced the same problem as their
predecessors in the Meiji era. In the West palreolithic research had by this time
established its present terminology. The Japanese scholars, therefore, had to take
it into consideration, re-examine the terms native and foreign, and to decide
whether to use them or to create completely new expressions.
Since it was possible to use both techniques simultaneously, the net result was
an overwhelming accumulation of words and the creation of synonyms, which in
some cases proved to be superfluous, but in other cases could express fine differences
of nuance.
The Japanese archreological vocabulary in current use falls into four main
categories :*
I. Native Japanese expressions and names for objects and concepts of Japanese
origin, or of foreign origin but viewed in a native Japanese perspective:
Jomon, Yayoi, Kofun period, etc.
2. Translations of foreign terms according to their meaning and content into
Japanese:
'small-shaped-stone-edge' for 'microlith', 'grasp-hammer' for 'hand-axe',
etc.
3. Creation of Japanese words corresponding to foreign terms, especially
compounds:
'palreo-lithic', 'neo-lithic', 'Bronze Age', 'Iron Age', etc.
4. Transliterations of foreign terms using the Japanese syllabary and Roman
letters:
'buredo' for 'blade', etc.
* These categories apply only to the terms in themselves and not to the systematic classification
of the material. The latter itself falls into four groups:
a. The comparative-descriptive aspect: blade.
b. The function-interpreting aspect: scraper.
c. The analytical aspect: stone or bone implement.
d. The technical aspect (i.e., according to the manufacturing process): biface, flake.
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Moreover, Japan has four ways of writing (Chinese characters, Katakana,
Hiragana and Roman letters), which are used in different combinations according
to the particular case. Japanese terms are, therefore, full of variety in structure,
content and pictography.
Any treatise on, or analysis of, the vocabulary of a given field of knowledge requires
first a selection of words to be examined. The words selected for the list presented
here are taken from a large collection which I compiled during long years of
research in Japan, and are mainly those not contained in an ordinary dictionary, or
those which have undergone more or less change in meaning because of special
usage. I have sought to include as many words as possible, while at the same time
choosing those that are characteristic of Japanese term-making and reflect the
Japanese terminological approach to prehistory material.
Since most terms consist of a combination of words, the emphasis in the
following vocabulary is on them rather than on single words. Terms on the pre-
literate period receive more attention than those on the metal-age cultures, because
during the protohistoric period certain traditions, which in many respects have
continued to the present, came into existence. These traditions fostered the growth
of a group of artisan's expressions which are current jargon today, and which must
be kept out of our vocabulary. Special names of Chinese bronze vessels, the typology
of the Chinese-Korean bronze mirrors and their decorative motifs, special parts of
swords, armour, etc., are therefore omitted from the word-list or included only in
limited number.
Most of the English and German words have been suggested to me by their
current usage in Western archreology. In some cases, i.e., when a piece-to-piece
comparison between V'vTestern and Japanese objects appears to be tolerable, the
English or German equivalents have been adopted directly or with slight modifica-
tion. In other cases the English and German words are new constructions of my
own. With these I have taken the precaution of avoiding mere translations of
Japanese words and have tried, as far as possible, to coin expressions in accordance
with usage in English and German term-making, so as to facilitate their general
acceptance.
The English and German expressions corresponding to the Japanese terms,
though given in concise forms, are to be considered only as explanations or inter-
pretations of Japanese terms. The English and German words respectively are not
translations of each other but go directly and independently to the Japanese key-
word:
English +---- Japanese ----+ German
Therefore this vocabulary should not be used as an English-German (or vice-versa)
archreological dictionary.
One more obstacle to obtaining a uniform use of archreological terms is the
individuality of each artifact. Those artifacts which are not types or guide-objects
allow the archreologist in many cases much freedom to create his own terms and
use individual expressions based on experience and familiarity with the material,
personal views and ideas, associations and secondary images, as well as the so-called
'occasional meanings' of words, etc. A constant problem in this connection is, e.g.,
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the pottery types and their correct nomenclature. This is true of Japanese terms
presented in this word-list, and to which the English or German equivalents are
consequently no exception.
Scientific terminology must be based on certain conventions in concepts, language
and script which make it acceptable. Clearness will be achieved when the scientists
come to an agreement on the meaning of the terms. It is with this in mind that this
work was planned, for its primary purpose is to give the Western readers of Japanese
material a clear n1eaning of each Japanese term. I therefore hope the word-list will
be found useful and practical, but if some terms are to be replaced by better ones
they will still have to conform to recognized conventions, as I have tried to make
them do.
The vocabulary presented was originally planned as a co-operative work by
several scentists. However, the discussions on terminology seem always to end in
vagueness, and finally it became necessary to do it alone and with limited means.
As errors are unavoidable I shall be grateful to all for constructive suggestions for
improvements.
May this trial work give archreologists a further impetus toward international
co-operation which might some day bear fruit as, for instance, in a multi-lingual
archreological dictionary including also the languages of the Far East.
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stone axe (also called club-
foot axe, as the axis of sym-
metry forms an obtuse angle
or has an S-like warp)
eneolithic age
leg ornament consisting of
two boar's tusks bound
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zenspitze der spateren Yin-
Zeit; nicht zu verwechseln
mit hoko
(Feuerstein-) Knollen




mouth to mouth, the smaller
serving as cover
joint jar (for burial);
double jar
spatulate axe or adze;
pear-shaped axe (adze)
(several) smaller kofuns
adjacent to a large one;
satellite (burial) mounds
axe made of shell;
chopper made from shell
a) object made of shell
b) shell used as implement
object made of shell
latest
variety
tooth extraction (the state





(of a pattern or design)
Chinese socketed spearhead
appearing in the second half
of Yin dynasty; not to be
confused with hoko
lump, block (of flint)
























































von Hals und Schulter eines
GefaBes)

















solid foot or leg (of a vessel)
boring (examining the soil
of a site before making an
excavation)
(bronze mirror or spearhead)




weight, sinker (used for
hook-and-line fishing)
separation, being set off (e.g.
neck and shoulder of a
vessel)
culture: the sum total of the
ways of living built up by









culture layer (as deposit)
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er Abschlag mit mindestens
drei Abschlagnegativen auf







(der Ainu) in Nordjapan
volkstumliche Bezeichnung



















range, area, of distribution
blade (oblong slice struck
off a nucleus with at least
three flake scars on the





fortified place (of the Ainu)
in North Japan
popular name for a round
















butt (of a stone axe or adze)






































Kopf eines Magatama mit






































mit langem und niedrigem
Vorbau
Stichel
head, i.e. upper part, of a
magatama with grooves ra-





rarely used expression for
scraper
plain rim on a straight wall
chokko design or motif
(particular design in Kofun
Period; intersecting dia-















Korean pottery (0 bsolete
expression for one kind of
Iwaibe, i.e. Sue pottery)
mound shaped like a sake
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Kofun mit rundem Mittel-





























variety of the zenpo-koen-
fun: kofun with round




stone adze with narrow
faces and thick butt

































































. . . mit StandfuB
(Rohe des StandfuBes


























footed (vessel); (height of
the foot less than height of
the vessel itself) ;cf. takatsuki
chopper, chopping tool
burial with corpse weighted




filing of teeth (one method of
tooth mutilation)





(of culture elements, etc.)
depot, hoard
disc, discoid biface
















































socketed bronze pike or
spearhead
zoomorphic figurine in clay
zoomorphic haniwa
metal panels with animal-
style decoration carried out
in openwork technique
objects or artifacts made of
organic (animal) substance
zoomorphic handle or lug
mound of earth over a grave;
burial mound (in contra-


































chnung aus der Meijizeit
fur einen gewohnlichen
Fundplatz (d.h. nicht Mu-
schelhaufen)
'Steinknebel' mit Einschnu-
rung im Mittelteil (Funktion
noch unbekannt)
clay figurine
from the same manufac-






with tang and double-edged
blade
Copper Age
'pottery mound': term used
in Meiji era, to designate a
non-shellmound site
dokko-stone: stone bar with
constricted middle section
(function still unknown)












































































clay replicas of various 0 b-
jects used as grave goods







made of an eboshi-shaped
stone (eboshi: headgear worn














































(je eine Aushohlung am





Waffen, etc. ; daher auch




Vorbau (Biihne), an die


























bronze mirror with long bar-
shaped handle
kofun with extended wing,






disc base applied to the
vessel








































































diese und jene Merkmale,
zeigend
mat impressions
entrance to the corridor or
passage way leading to the
main burial chamber in a
kofun
circular burial mound,
similar to a bowl barrow
vessel with intentional
perforation in the wall
(semi)conical core
Ento pottery (group in



















































































entirely or partly artificial
elevation of earth;
a mound
burial in face-down posture
deep bowl of any size;
pot

























stone axe or adze;
chipped axe or adze with







'7 V 1 ~ hakuhen
218 furinto





































axe with thick butt and
clam-shaped edge
heavy polished stone axe









































tusk adze hafted with or
without sleeve
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245 gen-jomon
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Archaologie) mit dem Beginn
in der Yayoizeit (Kultursub-
strat) und dem Haupt-
gewicht auf cler Kafun
Zeit (Herausbildung des
japanischen Staates)






driicke oder dergl. erzielt)
Pseudo-Maander
vessel decorated with
one or more masks
handle in the form of a mask








tusk or tooth arrowhead
clay figurine with simulated
tattooing on the face
Chinese halberd with (sepa-
rately attached) pointed head
and rear beak
point of a laurel leaf
proto-Jomon
Protohistoric Period: Inter-
mediate period between pre-
historic age and the age of
recorded history, beginning
in Yayoi age (cultural subs-
tratum) and having its main
emphasis on Kofun Period
(constitution of the Japanese
State)
















































in der Mitte einseitig
eingeschnlirter Steinbarren










(Stein mit mehreren kleinen
Eindellungen; als Wider-












polished stone bar with
carved decoration, having a
depression on one side of
the middle section and
tapered butt-end (function
or usage unknown)
burial of corpse lying on its
back
axe-shaped pendant
bowl broader than it is high
dimpled stone (i.e. with
several irregularly arranged
pits; used as an abutment
for the fire-drill or the like?)
surface (of a vessel)




ornament looking as if
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280 hando.akkusu
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281 hando.doriru





































(fur den Leichnam im Sarg)
Sammelname fur alle ge-
brannten Rohtonobjekte, die
urn ein Kofun herum, man-
chmal auch auf demselben,
in einer Reihe, oder in meh-







angle between striking plat-
form and main flake surface
flake scar









coffin (single, or two mouth
to mouth)
clay head-rest (in the coffin)
collective term for the un-
glazed baked clay objects
placed in one or more rows
around, or on the slopes of,
a kofun


































301 heitan na koen






der-Haniwa wird direkt als
Sarg verwendet)




masse aus der GefaBober-
























haniwa coffin (i.e. a cylind-
rical haniwa used as coffin)
large clay coffin in the form
of a cylindrical haniwa
carving, excising (technique












































































Technik des Gestaltens der
Keramik mit einem Spatel









flache Bronzeklinge mit zwei
seitlichen Armchen und ru-
dimentarer Schaftangel:
degenerierte Mischform mit
Elementen des doken und
doboko
friihgeschichtliche eiserne
Pfeilspitze mit flachem Blatt
Flachboden (eines GefaBes)











wooden instrument in the
shape of a sword blade
(function unknown)
spatula scraping marks
technique of shaping pottery
by means of a spatula
channel (on a blade);
longitudinal fluting
thick(ened rim);




(of a bronze mirror)
(elliptic) flat bead withlongi-
tudinal perforation
thin bronze blade with two
lateral projections and rudi-
mentary tang: degenerate
hybrid between doken and
doboko
iron arrowhead with thin
blade (protohistoric)
flat base (of a vessel)



























































mit winkeligen Motiven wie
die Buchstaben T, Lund V,






















ror with pattern consisting
of angular figures like the
letters T, L and V, arranged
around a centrally placed
square)
rectangular cell rouletting
quadrangular adze or axe
square cup






































doken mit schmalem Blatt;
schlanker Griffangeldolch
sehr enge Rohrenperle












und vielfach nach dem
ersten oder dem jeweils
reprasentativsten Fund-









kulturell dem einer Ty-
penstation eindeutig an
die Seite gesteUt werden
kann
point (of a blade)
radial shatter-fissures
radiocarbon dating
d6ken with narrow blade;
tanged bronze dagger with
slender blade
very narrow tubular bead










whole of its kind without
respect to subdivisions
(such as types, etc.); in
many cases named after
the site of discovery or







a find corresponding by
its typology and chrono-
logical and cultural posi-














tt~ ( /J\ ) ~JEQ
a) Modellstation:
jener Fundplatz, der
durch seine Lage und
Beschaffenheit sowie





HiBt (z.B. Karako, Toro
ftir Yayoi)
b) Musterstation:
Fundplatz, der als Fund-
material sog. hyojun-
ibutsu 1) oder 2) ergibt
(Keine einheitliche Auf-


















eine in Form, raumlicher
Verbreitung und zeitli-
cher Stellung klar be-
stimmbare Type, an die










a site which gives, in
comparison to others,
the best understanding
of the total culture in
question by its location,
outer appearance, inner
structure and the scope
of the material yielded
(e.g. for Yayoi: the Ka-
rako and Toro sites)
b) model site, sample site:
a site yielding hyojun-









a pottery type clearly
distinguishable from
others by shape, local
distribution and chrono-
logical position, forming





a find or object recogniz-
ed as a normal type with
specific shape, local dis-
tribution and chronolo-
gical position, used for
ascertaining the nature
and position of similar
finds from other sites
















































































Nische in der Grabkammer
eines Kofun
Steinsichel
von Steinen un1gebene Feu-







lay~r containing cultural re-
maIns












indicating a terminus a quo
(including antecedent facts)
excised ornament (i.e. ex-
cised from the surface of
the vessel)





ously used to designate a
raeloir
stone knife, rice reaper made
of stone, woman's knife
sling stone
niche in the chamber of a
kofun
stone sickle
fireplace enclosed by stones
(e.g. in a dwelling pit)
collective term for palreoli-





















Absplisse (Abfall bei der
Steinbearbeitung)
steinerne Kopfauflage im




a) chipped stone imitation
of metal knife blades
b) sometimes used instead
of ishisaji
c) blade
stone hoe: spatulate imple-
ment of chipped or polished
stone
chips (waste material from
flaking)
stone head-rest in the coffin;
not to be confused with
sek£ch£n
stone implement with ser-





















































rock-shelter site, abr£ site




400 jiku Schaftangel einer Lanze
fIB
periodization


























































Ohrpflock in China (meist
rollenformig)





Basis und runder Aufschiit-
tung
Sammelname fiir matten-
artige Stoffe, die friiher als
Mittel zur Erzeugung der
Jomon-Verzierung angese-











ures or images on vessel
walls, lids, etc.



















knoll on a square base
collective term for mat-like
fabrics, previously supposed
to be the means of produc-
ing Jomon ornamentation;
cf. kaiten-jomon

















































































a) cross-shaped and chip-
ped stone object
b) sometimes used instead
of tato-sekifu
knot impressions, made
without rolling the knot
over the surface of the vessel
fissures left on the main




handle with animal mask
'pure Copper Age' (rarely
used; stands for kinseki-
heiyo-jidai)
cumulated burial
Chinese halberd with or
without shaft hole and rear
spike; for Japan see: doka,
tekka
barb (on a harpoon, etc.)
pollen analysis
net-mesh pattern
burial with shell filling (in
the grave pit)
shell knife;
reaper made from shell
terrace excavation

















































Kreisen und Wellen auf der
Ventralseite eines [Feuer-
stein-] Abschlages)
jede Art der GefaBverzie-
rung, die mit Hilfe einer Mu-
schelschale erzeugt wurde




Ie hergestellt; vergl.: kaiwa
Muschelschaber;
Muschelspatel






















imprints made with the apex
of a shell
impressions made with the
back of a shell
scraping with a shell
conchoidal fracture (among
rings and waves on the main
flake surface)
any kind of shell-made dec-
oration
ladle made of shell
bracelet made of shell; per-
forated shell used as brace-
let; see also: kaiwa
scraper made of shell;
spatula made of shell










obtained by cord rouletting







shell, in many cases not used
as bracelet; cf. kai-kushiro





































































schutz (d.h. Sicherung des







lete designation of Jomon
pottery)
shell-mound burial; or gene-
rally: human bones found
in a shell mound.
whirl design;
spiral motif










torus border (of a bronze
mirror)
a) fireplace of adwelling-pit,






collared pot (with thickened,
overhanging neck)
pot-bellied jar
burial with a vessel pro-






























































zung in hausformigem Stein-
oder Tonsarg
Sammelname ftir aIle Arten
von radchen-, rollen- und
felgenformigen Ohrpflocken















a) flat stone ring with a
sharp outer(in somecases






indirect technique of percus-
sion, punch technique
burial in a coffin;
burial containing a coffin
intertwining floral pattern
burial in a house-shaped or
roofed coffin made of stone
or clay
collective term for all kinds
of pulley- and felloe-shaped





a) sword: single edge
b) adze: bevelled edge
c) chopper edge





























'dried bonito design' : design
on a vessel, consisting of
continuously arranged S-
shaped elements with crest-
or fin-like protuberances
triangular clay vessel shaped
probably after a leather
original







with the entrance from the




small dish without lid




formative stage (term used
in American archreology)
typological unit obtained by
sorting archreological 0 b-
jects according to their es-
sential elements and con-


























aus Ketten von S-Figuren
































































a) Subordnung von kei-




b) in yoshiki subsumiert,























GefaB mit Schnurosen an
der AuBenflache (zur Befes-
tigung des Deckels)
Tonleisten in Verschnti-







typological unit obtained by
sorting archreological 0 b-
jects according to their sub-
ordinate (i.e. non-essential,
accidental) features:
a) a subgroup of keishiki1
if the latter is considered
to be the larger group in
which keishiki2 is in-
cluded;
b) subsumed in yoshiki if














fuller (on the blade of a
sword)
pit- or cave-dwelling
ring stand (of a vessel)
vessel with loops on the
surface of its wall (for tying
up the lid)
clay strip lacing;
clay strip tape-work on the
surface of a vessel
slip
ear ornament in the shape
of a slit ring (China, pre-
Han dynasty)
composite (e.g. bowl and its
pedestal)


























































goldener Ohrring (mit nicht
ganz geschlossenen Enden)
Zeit des gleichzeitigen












the Chinese ketsu (see above)
(quadrangular) adze with a











gold ring with open ends,
used as ear ornament
period of contemporaneous



































































a) Grabhugel in Japan, der
in der Kofun-Zeit ange-
legt wurde (siehe: kofun-
jidai)








ines Steingerat (als mehrsch-
neidiges Messer verwendet?)
a) siehe: ishi-kogatana













'axe-tool'; implement of the
early core-industries
globular bead, ball bead
(smaller than marudama)
the round knoll of a
zenpo-koen tomb
rim (of a vessel)
lip (of a vessel)
broad blade
a) burial mound in Japan
built duringKofun Period
(see kofun-jidai)
b) erroneously used to refer
toburial mound ingeneral
Kofun Period: period with
the construction of kofun
burial mounds as one
significant feature of burial
custom; in Japan chrono-




stone implement (used as
multi-edge knife?)
a) see: ishi-kogatana




































































Archaologie als die Wissen-
schaft von der Erforschung
des Menschen der Vergan-
genheit und seiner Kultur
nach materiellen Zeugnis-






lacustrine dwelling or habi-
tation
pile dwelling
mouth and neck (of a vessel)
late




bone and horn implements





archreology as the scientific
study of man and his culture
of the past, based on ma-































































(Sage von der kleinwtichsi-
gen) Urbevolkerung Nord-
japans vor und z.T. gleich-

























(stone) mace- or club-head,
with shaft-hole
resultant culture
leaf-design (on Yayoi pot-
tery, dotaku, etc.)
leaf-like impression on the
base (of a vessel)
bone axe or adze
'incense burner' (with open-
work lid)
the Koropogkuru: (legend
about the) aborigines living
in prehistoric North Japan
before and in part contem-
poraneously with the Ainu
pecking method
pecked stone axe or adze;




the Archaic Stage (term
used in American archreo-
logy)



















































Bestattung mit groBem Auf-
wand (Kofun-Zeit)
Zwischenwirbelscheibe




























colouring of the surface of
objects, indicating great age;
patination
ostentations burial, display-
ing high rank (Kofun
Period)
intervertebral disc (e.g. of a
sea mammal) used as a
work-tray when making
pottery
needle case made of bone
bone needle
a) bone needle
b) bone point (e.g. Auri-
gnacian bone point with
cleft base)
bone spearhead with broad
tongue-shaped tang
big knife- or sword-like
instrument made of a sea-
mammal's bone

























any assemblage or assort-
ment of in situ finds (e.g.
closed finds, hoards, etc.)
chariot-mound: a metaphor
for a zenpo-koen tomb with





b) sometimes used for
Satsumon-doki
bracelet (obsolescent term
for udewa; now only used as
compound together with the
material used; cf. do-kushiro,
kaikushiro
(composite) slab-built coffin
(variety of the kumiawase-
shiki-sekkan)
(non-megalithic) stone cist




'cloud design' on a vessel,
consisting of X-shaped ele-


























































































































ausgebauchter Hals und ein-
gezogener Mundsaum;
Glockentopf
'Riesensage' , wonach das
Riesengeschlecht der Dai-
darabotchi Muschelhaufen
















(meist beschrankt auf Lan-
zenspitzen mit 20 cm Lange
und dariiber, sowie auf
zugeschlagene Steinbeile




Sagezahn (muster) mit In-
nenschraffen
shoe-shaped axe: of stone or
bronze, with obtuse edge
and slightly bulging sides
shoe-last celt
hoe-shaped stone (bracelet)
foot (of a vessel)
caliper-shaped pot with
bulging neck and turned-in
rim;
bell pot
legend, according to which
shell-mounds and some of
the yokoana etc. were relics
of the giants Daidarabotchi
upright arch-like handle
partially ground stone axe
or adze









(mostly applying to spear-
heads of 20 cm or more, and
chipped stone axes of 15 cm









































































comma-shaped bead or gem
with a hole on one side










term for Yayoi pottery)
globular bead;
ball bead (larger than ko-
dama)
dugout (canoe)





668 masatsu no konseki






.J. :/ 1:: )1/
672 merukumaru


























































Grab zur Aufnahme des
eigentlichen Sarges
b) Holzkammer oder To-





adze with hollow edge;
gouge
round(ed) bottom
friction marks on implements
due to wear and tear






body of an axe, stone coffin,
sarcophagus, etc.
loop (e.g. on a socketed
spear-head used for hafting)
ear-beads, ear-rosary (small
string of beads wound hori-












a) any timber structure
protecting the coffin in a
grave
b) wooden burial chamber
or funerary house (in a
burial mound)






















by the string rouletting
technique
charcoal filling or bedding
(for the coffin or sarcopha-
gus in a kofun)


































Aufbau eines GefaBes nach

































































b) auch verwendet anstelle
von: naifu. buredo
Einkehlung bei einem Ge-
faB; sie ergibt:
a) eingezogenen Mund-
saum bei gerader oder
gebauchter GefaBwand
(jtingere Auffassung)
b) leicht ausgeweitet er-
scheinenden Mundsaum,
wenn der Hals des Ge-
faBes nach innen gekehlt
ist (altere Auffassung)
chest-type stone coffin of
grooved and tongued slabs,
with external lugs ; variety of
the kumi-awase-shiki-sekkan
knife blade; backed blade
stemmed oblong scraping or




b) also used for naifu.
buredo
inward flexion or curvature
of the upper part of a vessel,
meaning:
a) in-turned rim, if the term
is applied to the rim on
a straight or bulging wall
(more recent interpreta-
tion)
b) rim appearing as slightly
out-turned, if the term































diminution of width (neck
or rim of a vessel)
inner surface ornamentation
inward curve or curvature
(referring to the wall of the
, vessel)
a) rod-shaped tang
b) flat tang, tongue-shaped
tang
(more precise and de-





















































auf der AuBenfHiche eines





























Knochennadel mit einem ab-




lugs on lid and walls of a
stone sarcophagus etc.
parallel string impressions
on the convex side of a Nara
and Kamakura age tile
date




clay (as raw material)
clay ribbon




clay bedding of a wooden











bone awl or point with one
bevelled end (usage ?)
notching
nose scraper

































































(tiefe) Rillen (als Verzier-
ungselement)
cloth texture or textile marks
(on the base of a vessel)
tile with woven mesh im-
prints
cylindrical axe with pointed
butt
pointed base with small
knob-like projection;
knobbed base, nippled base
nucleus
burial jar for an infant






to be the core for producing
the funazoko-gata-sekki)
clay figurine with headgear
or turban;
'crowned' clay figurine




(degree of evertion not de-













































7 ;J -}v see
kogata-sekijin
































ovate form of hand-axe












































ment an Bronzespiegeln und
am Pferdegeschirr, etc.)
Steinschiittung(urn den Sarg




die Erfoschung der schrift-




ftir der Sarkophag als Auf-
und Unterlage)











mit Bohrung durch die
Hauptachse
Feuergrube auBerhalb der








spherical bell (as attached to
a bronze mirror, or used as
horse trappings)
gravel filling or bedding (for
the coffin or sarcophagus in
a kofun)
(age of recorded) history
historical archreology, i.e.
scientific study of the period




the sarcophagus in a kofun)
pebble artifact (not neces-
sarily a tool)
continuous arcs







clay solids with a perfora-
tion through the main axis
fire-pit with one or more
fireplaces outside the dwel-
ling place (purpose un-
clear)
fireplace in a dwelling pit












































a) T. mit FuBantrieb
b) Handscheibe








Gratlinien auf der Dorsal-
seite eines Klingengerates,
bestehend aus den Randern
von Abschlagnegativen
kaiserliches Hugelgrab;
Graber fur den Kaiser und
fur die Angehorigen der
kaiserlichen Familie
mit beidseitiger Kerbe oder
Schulter
a) Schwert: mit Doppel-
schneide versehen, zwei-
schneidig






Stielspitze (z.B. vom Typ





Gangmiindung in der Mitte
der Stirnwand
symmetrisches Ganggrab
waist or belt ornaments





loam as weathered volcanic
ash deposit (e.g. the Kanto
loam)
loam bed
tocrop out(e.g. shells lyingon
the surface of a shell mound)
rostrocarinate
pattern (of culture)
the ridges on the dorsal face
of a blade, consisting of the
edges of flake scars
tombs of the emperor and
the imperial family
provided with two (opposite)
nicks or shoulders
a) sword: double-edge, two-
edged
b) axe: double-plane edge,
axe-edge;
c) chopping-tool edge
pattern of concentric lozen-
ges
double-shouldered point





bifacial shaping or retouche
stone-built chamber in a
kofun where the entrance
from the corridor is situated
at the centre of the front wall ;
symmetrical passage grave
or corridor tomb
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804 ryoyoku-zoku zweiflugelige Pfeilspitze double-winged arrowhead
iUD~~
80S ryiijo-totte (zwei bis vier gegenstandig knob-shaped projections on
~W\1EF¥ angebrachte) Griffwarzen a vessel, to serve as handles;
holding-knobs
806 ryiiki (verzierende) Fortsatze (auf (rim) projections;
I~jffj dem Mundsaum); peaks
Mundsaumzipfung
807 ryiikisen-mon Tonrippen (dunn, schmal) slender clay ridges
~jffj*~)(
808 ryiiko Schnabel eines GefaBes; beak (of a vessel)
into Schneppe
809 ryiikotsujo-sekki Rostrocarinete rostrocarinate
fB~tt:E~
810 ryiisen(-mon) Tonrippen(verzierung) ; clay ridge (ornament);
~*~ manchmal anstelle von tottai stands sometimes for tottai
(mon) verwendet (mon)
811 ryiisui-mon Maander-Verzierung meander pattern, l'eau cou-
iJit7](y:' rante






814 saguri-bori Versuchsgraben; trial trench
1*m Suchgraben
815 saibu-kako Feinretusche chipping, trimming
*W$1JoI
816 saibun Feingliederung subdivision, subgrouping
*W5t
817 saicho-sankakukei- Trapez-Rollmuster trapeziform rouletting
oshigata-mon
~JJ{~jEj%tEflm)(
818 saido-sukurepa a) Seitenschaber a) side scraper
-3-1 fA-!7L/-/~- b) Abschlaggerat mit b) flake with scraper edge
Schaberkante
819 saihei, -bei Zeremonialkeramik ceremonial ware
~1t!L









microliths, such as micro-
blades and -cores









descriptive name for Kijima
pottery (Shizuoka Pref.):
thin-walled ware with deli-
cately incised lines (lattice
work), applied clay ribs
(vertical) and finger tip im-
pressions (unintentionally
produced?)
archreological vestiges of a
religious site





with two serrated edges
three-period system;
three-period theory
ridged or reinforced border
(of a bronze mirror)
triradiate, Y-shaped, chip-
ped stone object
dispersion (of objects found










deskriptiver Name ftir die
Kijima-Keramik im Reg.-
Bez. Shizuoka: dtinnwandige






bemalte Keramik: in China




































































































tertasse und flachem Teller
Keramikform: flache Schtis-
sel oder tiefer Teller mit
Schiisselrand









drticke auf der Innenseite
mancher SuegefaBe, durch
Entgegenhalten eines run-
denAmbosses bei der Erzeu-
gung einer Schlagmuster-




















-;T Yr· '7 V ::J-)1/
three-winged arrowhead
occurring sporadically,
found here and there
pottery form ranging be-
tween saucer and plate
dish-shaped pottery






ring anvil marks on the
inner surface of a Sue vessel,
resulting from the pressure
created when decorating
it on the outer surface with
a bat or stamp
area of occupation at a
certain period




stone horse (used in the
same way as a clay haniwa)
bar-shaped stone club with
two handle knobs
ornamentally carved stone
block serving as neck-rest
(China, Northern Chou); do








861 seki-gii see gangii
1J{~
862 seki-hi see ishisaji
1J~







































Gestalt in China (Han-Zeit)
ein sekisei-mozo-hin: flacher





Steinplatte mit zwei durch













Steinimitation eines in der
Scheide steckenden Messers









b) stone statue used as tomb
guard in the Han period
anthropomorphic and zoo-
morphic stone images, used
as tomb guards in Han China
a sekisei-mozo-hin: quadran-
gular flat plate or saucer on
four tiny feet (function not
quite clear; kind of quern?)
stone replica of a trough or
filter bed (?): stone tablet
with two depressions inter-
connected by waste- and
feed-water groove, and with
one outlet perforation
through the bottom (usage
not clear)
small stone bowl with lid
carefully manufactured
stone objects buried as grave
goods with high-ranking
persons
stone replicas of various
objects, used as grave goods
stone axe, adze or gouge
modelled after the corres-
ponding iron tool
stone replica of a knife In
the sheath




























































schutz ftir den Sarg

















patination of stone artifacts
stone burial chamber
tomb with stone chamber
stone weight;
net sinker
a) single-edged stone club
with one knob for handle
b) Chinese ishi-bocho
stone arrowhead




a) stone structure protecting
the coffin
b) stone sarcophagus (e.g.




sekkan, stone crown, stone
hat: stamp-shaped stone ob-
ject with more or less broad





in which the corpse is placed;
dugout stone coffin;
slab-built coffin
(chronologisch) vorausgehen; to precede;














































































grave containing a sekkan3
double-edged stone club







Stone Age burial place
Stone Age pottery;
term sometimes used for
Jomon pottery
comma-shaped objects made
of teeth, tusks, claws, horn,
antler, bone, etc. (Jomon
age)
bronze spearhead, socketed





















































schaft vom Menschen und
seiner Kultur in vorschrift-
Hcher Zeit
Ur- und Friihgeschichte als
Facher
die urgeschichtliche Zeit als
der vorschriftliche Abschnitt
in der Menschheits- und
Kulturentwicklung
urgeschichtliche Archaolo-
gie: Erforschung der vor-
schriftlichen Menschheits-

























prehistory as the scientific
study of man and his culture
in preliterate times
pre- and protohistory as
sciences
prehistory as the preliterate
period in the development
of man and culture
prehistoric archreology:
scientific study of preliterate
times of human culture by
archreological methods
pointed bottom (of vessel)
point (any kind of pointed
tool, not a type)
contact zone of two cultures
or areas of distribution
(Setouchi technique)
suture or seam (showing
where parts of a vessel were
soldered or luted together)
(an area filled with) oblique
Jomon impressions
oracle bone
bone awl (made of the ulna
of a boar or stag)
goggle-eyed clay figurine
pattern consIstIng of hori-
zontally split discs, in most





















































(z.B. der Oberflache eines
GefaBes)
Sammelnameftir Ornament-
streifen, bestehend aus eini-
genHauptmotivenderspaten
Jomonverzierung (z.B. S-









Stil, etc. (kein von zutrefIen-















stone object imitating a
kaiwa
hatched triangle
finishing treatment (e.g. of
the surface of a vessel)
collective term for ornamen-
tal zones consisting of con-
tiguously arranged elements
of late Jomon pattern (e.g.
S-figure, T -figure, triple-
rayed motif), accompanied
by rows of punctations fining
the intervals
tooth mutilation





style, etc. (no adequate term




stone paving (in a dwelling
pit, stone circle, etc.)
dwelling site with stone-
paved floor
criterion of quality (crite-
rion of specific resemblance)
finger-tip impressions
:I(: In most cases read kuchibashijo-choto.






















































strument mit einem poly-
edrisch gekehlten Ende
( Y ubetsu-Technik)
b) Gerat wie a) als Aus-
gangsstiick zum Ab-










natilrHehe 0 berflache (eines




natiirlich ab- oder angela-
gerte Schicht;
natiirliche Ab- oder Anlage-
rung
trial excavation
vessel or vase support
violin-shaped, pandurate
axe or adze
the application of an
ornament
Neolithic Age






burial in extended position
Shirataki-type boat-shaped
tool:




b) artifact similar to (a), used




b) subterranean burial with
stone slab cover on the
surface
punctures, punched design
natural remains (as finds
accompanied by artifacts)
natural surface (of a stone,




















































Haniwa in Formeines Tachi-

























Boot bzw. das Begraben
desselben
point of applied force
'General's Mounds': local
name for some of the kofun
'fire-extinguisher haniwa':
haniwa depicting the hilt of




the hilt of a sword
firing (of pottery)
moorland dwelling site
collective term for small
house pottery of latest Jo-
mon age in Tohoku area
marginal culture
domestic pottery
enclosing moat or ditch (of a
kofun)
a) papilla ornament (small
pimple-like mounds) on
bronze mirrors, etc.
b) sometimes used for
enkeifu-1non
(prehistoric) settlement (col-
lective term, not referring
to any special type)
corpus
boat-burial (exposure of the
corpse on a ship or boat, as
well as the interment of the
boat itself)












































Grund (als RohfHiche eines
GefaBes, auf die der Schlik-
ker etc. aufgetragen wird)
Grabkammer mit nicht
(stark) ausgepragter Tren-
nung von Gang und Kam-





























ground (of a vessel, on which
the slip or painting etc. is
applied)
burial chamber with no
clearly marked difference
between corridor and cham-










prototype of the ishiboch0:
rectangular stone tablet, Jo-
mon age (function un-
known)
earliest
having a notch or shoulder
(e.g. the Solutrean typical
shouldered point)
V-shaped vessel
rice reaper with two per-
forations
burial (of corpse lying down
on the side as in sleep)
side walls (of a stone cist,
sarcophagus, etc.)
1001 sokyaku-rinjo- zahnradartiggezackte Kreis-

















































sarg oder Steinkiste, etc.
Korperschmuck
Kofun mit Wandverzierun-
gen in der Grabkammer
zigarren- oder bananenfor-














urzeitliches NaBfeld (als re-
konstruiertes Gelande)
senkrechter Schlag (auf die
Schlagplattform)
waagrechte Schlagplattform
cog-wheel shaped circle with
two ribbon-like short pro-
jections on the lower edge
(wall painting in some of the
soshoku-kofun)
applied clay-noodle pattern;
design of applied clay rib-
bons
a) plain and unspecific
design
b) unadorned surface (of a
vessel)
flexed or contracted burial
coarse pottery;
house-ware
crudely built slab coffin or
stone cist, etc.
body ornaments; accessories
kofun with decorated cham-
ber walls; decorated tomb
cigar- or banana-shaped
stoneobject with ornamental





a concave curve (referring to
a sword with a concave
curved back)
discontinuous hatchures
design (kind of 'stab-and-
drag'), arranged in narrow
rows
Sue pottery (kind of proto-





















.A ..:c --)V . 7~ v -1 r
see kogata-sekijin
1023 supiin-gata-ishisaji



























































ear ornament with pendants
scraper
stemmed transverse scraper





'erased Jomon pattern': or-
namentation created by the
contrast of alternate Jomon-
impressed and plain areas
stone axe or adze, shaped by
the stone-cutting technique
stamp-shaped clay object
with handle and incised face
stone circle
jingle-bracelet (i.e. bronze
bracelet fitted on the outer
edge with several small bells)
socket
































































Bestattung in einem einzi-
gen GefaB




(pottery) type as norm of
classification




toy pot with rounded bottom
and one wall-perforation at
the neck, or with perforated




with a hole at one end
bracelet consisting of a num-
ber of parts, e.g. beads,






(infant) burial in a single jar
1050 tanso no monyo























































oder Grube, wie Herd-
grube, Vorratsgrube, etc.











b) manchmal fur Menhir
verwendet
'Sonnenuhr':(megalithische)













a) vertical pit or depression
dug into the ground, used
as fireplace, storage pit,
etc.






sunken burial chamber, in
the top of a kofun
a) buttress stones, grave
markers, surrounding a
burial mound
b) sometimes used for men-
hir
'sun dial' : (megalithic) con-
struction consisting of one
menhir in the centre of
radially arranged stone bars















































1083 tengu no hanagata-
totte
x~([)_%re:¥


















mit gerader oder leicht S-
formig geschweifter Klinge
bronzener Griffzungendolch











Griffnase (an einem GefaB)
bracelet made of a string of
beads
base (of a vessel)
quadrangular stone axe or







edged iron sword with
straight or slightly S-curved
blade
bronze imitation of an iron
tekken with parallel edges
and tongued hilt
stone imitation of an iron




pointed base of a vessel with





































1102 toki (shita) kaigara














mit einseitiger Zacke oder
Parierscheibe
eiserne Pfeilspitze
Formen (des GeHiBes) aus
der I-Iand
AmboB zum Entgegenhal-
ten auf der InnenfHiche des












ne Muschelschalen in einer
Wohngrube etc. (zum Un-







iron axe or adze
terracotta
a) iron pike with tang
b) partisan
c) in some cases same as
tetsu-boko
socketed iron pike(-head) of
various shapes, in some
cases with a beak on one side,
or discoidal guard
iron arrowhead
modelling (of the vessel) by
hand
block or anvil buttressing the
inside of a vessel while it is
being stamped or decorated
on the outside
sling-ball (clay or stone)
battle-axe
kind of slender iron arrow-




ceramic coffin or sarcopha-
gus
mollusc shells and similar
kitchen refuse within a
dwelling pit (not a shell-
mound)



































































Formats mit etwas ge-
krtimmtem Rticken
(aufgetragene) Tonleisten-

















bracer (protecting the wrist
against the back-kick of the
bow-string)
bronze cogwheel plaque with
central boss









small knife with slightly
curved back







vessel used as coffin (for
infant burial)
clay sling-ball
collective term for all kinds
of broad-edged axes or adzes
















































flache Schale, Schussel mit
oder ohne: Deckel, Rund-
boden und StandfuB
Blaschenverzierung (kleine,
durch von innen nach auBen
gerichtete Stiche aufgetrie-
bene Erhohungen auf der
GefaBoberflache)
zwei einander gegeniiber-




















additional burial (after re-









kind of small dish with or
without lid, rounded bottom
and stem
blister ornament (small pim-
ple-like swellings raised by
puncturing the vessel-wall
from the inner side)
two opposite projections on




burial chamber with wooden
sarcophagus and stone (peb-
ble) filling





(entire surface is covered
with horizontally arranged
impressions of thick rope
coiling)
angle graver











































(wahrscheinlich als Hiilse auf
ein Stockende aufgesteckt)
tiillenformiges Steinobjekt






























aus fossilem Holz herge-
stellte Polyeder- oder Ton-
nenperlen
flower-basket: bowl, span-
ned with one or two
crossed, heavily ornamented
clay handle(s» similar to a
hand-basket
socket-shaped bronze object
(may have served as a finial
to a rod or pole, etc.)
socket-shaped stone object
(may have served as a finial
to a rod or pole etc.)
clay object in the shape of a
sand-glass (a rittai-dosei-hin)





pottery with inner lugs
a) see: naihan
b) a convex curve (referring














'float nozzle' (i.e. nozzle of
an inflated buoyant bag); in
fact probably used as bow
tip; cf. yuhazu
beads made of fossil wood
(often polyhedric or barrel-
shape)
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type of arrowhead having a





clay figurine with triangular
head
pointed projection (on the




















































kammer im Fels oder Lehm
(waagrechte) Ganggrabkam-









des Abschlags; sog. Quer-
schlag-, Flanken- oder Seto-
uchi-Technik in Westjapan)
(gedrehte) Schnur (zur Erze-
ugung derJomonverzierung)
gedrehter Faden (zur Erzeu-
gung von Fadenmustern)
Fadenabdruckmuster (er-




in Japan erzeugte drei-
flachige Bronze-Pfeilspitze
Stufenbeil
Bogenschuh (auf die Bogen-
enclen aufgesteckte Spitzen
aus Knochen oder Horn zur
Befestigung der Sehne)
tanged spearhead or pike
fish spear
Yayoi pottery
-oid (suffix expressing re-
semblance)
pendant or charms worn on
the belt
horizontal rock- or loam-cut
(cave) tomb
(horizontal) corridor (burial)
chamber in a burial mound
house-type stone coffin with
an aperture in one of the side





side-blow flake (having point
of percussion on transverse
axis; so-called side-blow fla-
king or Setouchi technique
in West Japan)
(stranded) cord (used for
applying the Jomon pattern)









head produced in Japan
stepped adze
bow tip (bone or antler tip
on the bow's end for fixing
the string on it)

























































Imitation, Gewicht, etc. ver-
wendet)
geschliffene Steinpfeilspitze
mit bis zu drei Bohrungen
oberhalb der Basis




b) Schaftlochaxt mit brei-




stone copy of the hiragata-
doken
stone dagger with channelled
blade and tang
bands of horizontal strips of
herring-bone patterns
axe-shaped stone implement
with convex (rounded) edge,
middle rib, cylindrical butt
and two opposite projections
(developed from axe or
dagger?) ;
stone axe with lateral pro-
jections
floor (of a dwelling pit)
stemmed, tanged, point or
arrowhead
shouldered axe
perforated disc (used as
replica of a mirror, weight,
etc.)
polished stone arrowhead
with up to three perforations
above the base
a) stone axe with a perfora-
tion at right angles to the
edge (not a shaft-hole)
(China: Yangshao, Lung-
shan)
b) shaft-hole axe with broad,
straight butt (shape simi-
lar to the Danubian Setz-
keil) (China)
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contracted burial, in sitting
(squatting, upright) posture
early






ante-chamber (of a burial
chamber)



































Armchenbeil, steinernes 1201, 1202



















































































































































































flir Kleinkinder 741, 1122
Bestattungskammer 1219
Bienenkorb (gewolbe)-Grab 174, 333, 1113










Blatt (ritz) muster 586
Blumenkorbchen 1143
Blutrinne 513









Bogenverzierung 565, 594, 774
Bohrer: Knochen- 341



































































































lanzenspitze 33, 126,320,339,813, 903
Pfeilspitze 158, 1192
spiegel 165, 315, 334, 1071
spieB: siehe-Ianzenspitze























































































































Dtinnwandige Keramik 1160, 1161


































Einzug, Mundsaum- 711, 1151a
Eisenbeil 1088
Eisen-Hackdolch 1075
Eisenlanze(nspitze) 33, 1090, 1091




























































































































































































Grabbeigaben 151,206, 870, 871
Graben: urn Htigelgrab 234, 542, 978
Schnitt- 268, 1111





















(allgemein) 383b, 389, 502, 556a,






















































































































































Haarnadel 570 Haussarg-Bestattung 487
Hackbeil 279 Hellebarde 243, 428
Hackdolch 137 Henkel
Bronze- 321, 624, 904 (allgemein) 1119
Eisen- 1075 Antennen- 1141
Stein- 625,884 Band- (horizontal) 481b
Hahnenkamm-Muster 648 Bogen- 639
Hakenwirbel, - als Griffnase 1083
Bronze- 1107 - als Griffwarzen 805
Stein- 1108 - als Griffzapfen 36,715
Halbellipse 499, 559 Innen- 708,1150
Halbfertigware 679 Nasen- 1083
Halbkreismuster, konzentrisches 155,423 Ring- 481a
Halbkuppeldach-Schale 1068 Schlingen- 1128
Hals 504, 567 Stiel- 1141
Halseinziehung 214 -, theriomorpher 131
Halsschmuck 611 Tiermasken- 425
Hamaguri-Schneide 278 Verdeck- 1
Beile mit 107, 223, 224 Herausschnitzen der Verzierung 373
Hammerstein 394, 1054 Hexenloffel 1085
Handmodellieren 1081, 1093 Hieb- und StoBwaffe:
Haniwa 284 bronzene 1077
-, anthropomorphe 401 eiserne 1076
Gebild- 512 Historische Archaologie 771
Gerate- 539, 968, 1110 Hochkultur 53
Rohren- 185 Hockerbestattung 632, 1004, 1213
-, theriomorphe 128 Hohleisen 731
Trichterrohr- 12 Hohlenwohnung 514
Zylinder- 185 Hohlenstation 144, 145, 146
Haniwa-Sarg 286 HohlfuB 1037
Haniwa-Typ, Tonsarg vom 287, 289 Hohlkehle 312
Harpune, Knochen- 344 Hohlschneide 666
Harpunenspitze 176, 694, 695 Holzauskleidung, Grabbau mit 682, 683
Haue 655 Holzbau, Grab mit 682,683
Haue, Knochen- 343 Holzhammertechnik 541
Hauenformiger Armschmuck 635 Holzkammer, Grabbau mit 682, 683
Hauer-Schmuck 239 Holzkohlenschiittung 688
Haugerat 80 Holzmaserverzierung 687
Haumesser 79 Holzobjekt 686
Hauptbau (eines Kofun) 548 Holzperlen 1158
Hauptgliederung 103 Holzsarg 684, 1168
Hauptgrabkammer 249 Holzschwert 307, 308, 685, 689
Hauptteil 673 Horngerate 572, 785
Hausformiger Steinsarg 367 Hornobjekt 459,785





























































(allgemein) 557a, 656b, 764, 823b, 1022


































































































































































































































































































































































































Mikroklinge: (allgemein) 557b, 656a,
764,820, 823a, 1022
Kleinklinge 557a, 656b, 764, 823b, 1022






























































































































































































































































Racloir 309, 376, 763
Radchen-Ohrschmuck 488
Radialfissuren 347
Radialstrahlen an Magatama 71
Radiokarbon-Datierung 348, 761, 940
Randkultur 976












Retentions . . . 1222


























































































Sahaber: (allgemein) 74, 1020
Sc Abschlag- 309, 376
Breit- 763
Daumen- 39

















Schulter- ... (in Zussgn) 490
Schulter 1205


















































352, 988, 1217, 1218
60, 87, 628
161






















Schlag. buckel 116, 1148
marke 1149
muster (verzierung) 1055












































































































































































































































88 JAPANESE ARCHlEOLOGICAL TERMS 8, 1964
Stein. statuette 233 Stichverzierung 961, 1114
stempel 232 Stichwaffe 126, 138, 298
tafelchen 994 Stiefelbeil 633
teller 866 Stiel 1130
topf 391 Stielgriff 1141
truhe 703 Stielgriff-Becher 693
tulle 1145 Stielhenkel 1141
umkleidung 887 Stiellose Spitze 702
zeit 875,898 Stielpfeilspitze 1204
zeit-Keramik 900 Stielspitze 798, 1212
Steinzeitliche Kultur 897 Stil 942
Stempelverzierung 494 Stilisiertes Pflanzenmotiv 729
Stern (kopf) keule 1067 Stilisierung 32
Stichel: (allgemein) 73,88,254 Stilrichtung 1191
Burin 58 Stratigraphie 989, 991
Eck- 1140 Streckbestattung 956
Einschlag- 1047 Streitaxt 1096
Flach- 300a Streuung 839
Kantenschlag- 300b Stufenbeil 1194
Mikroburin 554 Stufenretuschierung 90, 435a
Mittel- 1129 Stumpfnackiges Steinbeil 223
Polyeder- 1046 StutzfuB 159, 950
Schnabel- 941 Stiitzsteine 227, 252, 1062
Zweischlag- 1129 Suchgraben 814
Stichelfacetten 89 Sue-Keramik 86, 1013
Stichelschlag 90, 435b Symmetrisches Ganggrab 261, 801
T
Tasterzirkel-Topf 637 - buckeln 1120
Tatowierung 242 duse 1157
Teller 845, 846 fadenmuster 1002
Terracotta 1089 figur 284, 420
Terrassengrabung 434 flasche 322
Textilwaren 750 gewicht 156
Textur 750 imitation 151
Theriomorphe Haniwa 128 kapsel 97, 615, 1123
Theriomorpher Henkel 131 leistchen 1002
Tiefstichverzierung 169 leiste 721
Tierisches Material 130 leistengitterung 220
Tiermaskenhenkel 425 leistenverzierung 221, 314, 517,
Tierstil 129 809, 1117, 1118
Tisch-Dolmen 108 loffel 152
Theriomorph: Haniwa 128 maske 147
Henkel 131,425 masse 1032
Tonfigur 127, 420 Tonnenperle 714
Tholos 174,333, 1113 Ton. objekte, korperhafte 782
TLV-Spiegel 334, 1071 pferdchen 123
T-Motiv 562 plakette 124
Toggle-head Harpune 694 rassel 148
Toilettegegenstande 1007 rippchen 810
Ton 720, 1032 rippenverzierung 314,809, 1117
Ton. auflage 415 Tonsarg: (allgemein) 1101
bander 207 Haniwa-Imitation 287, 289
besch\verer 156 Rohren-Haniwa 286
GERMAN INDEX 89
Tonsarg: Trennkopf-Harpune 694
zylindrischer 186, 282 Trennung 42
Ton.sarkophag 1101 Trepanation 916,917
scheibe 213 Trichrom 841
schildchen 124 Trichterform 229
Tonstatuette: (allgemein) 134 Trichterrohr-Haniwa 12
mit Dreieckskopf 1175 Trogsarg: holzerner 1168
eulenkopfige 678 steinerner 1169
gekronte 746 Tsunamon-Keramik 1139
mit Maske 202 Tuch 750
theriomorphe 127 Tulle 203, 1031
Ton. stempel 1028 Tulle, Stein- 1145
tafelchen 124 Tullenlanzenspitze, chinesische 33
warzen 1120 TullenspieB 33, 126, 320, 339,
zylindersarg 186, 282 813, 903, 1090, 1091
Topf 199,470 Tullenspitze: siehe -spieB
Topferscheibe 787 Tumulus 212
Toro (Fundplatz) 356 Typ 942
Totenhaus 682,683 Typenobjekt 359,698
Trapezformiges Artefakt 1073 Typenstation 360, 699
Trapez-Rollmuster 817 Typus 359, 698
U
Ubergangsform 1017 Unterscheidung 610, 613
qberlagernde Bestattung 427 Untertasse 845
Uberlappung 418 Urbewohner 912
U-GefaB 997, 1165 Urgeschichte :
Umbruch 114 als Wissenschaft 918, 962
Unifazial-Zurichtung 493 als Zeitperiode 920, 1211

























































































































































































































































with hollow base 497, 1170











artificial deformation of the skull 1224
assemblage of finds 617
assimilation 136
associated faunal relics 650
associated find 292, 651
associated floral relics 652
asymmetrical passage grave 495










broad edged a. 1125




cylindrical a. 104, 181, 666, 738, 1087
flat adze 304
four-cornered chipped a. 1051
~ouge-shaped adze 666
Iron a. 1088
with lateral projections (axe) 1201,1202
lenticular axe 107, 224
nicked adze 163, 522, 1210
pandurate a. 214,951






































































































with pointed butt (axe) 104, 738
quadrangular (gen.) a. 336
quadrangular adze 93
quadrangular a., with plane or
convex faces 106, 933, 1072
quadrangular nicked adze 163,522, 1210
round a. 642














































































704, 706b beaked vessel





















31, 943, 946, 1206 blade:
1096 backed 704, 706b
1084 broad 551
bronze 317
knife 556b, 704, 706b
micro- 557b, 656, 764, 820, 823a
plain 759
small 557a, 656, 764, 823b, 1022



















base of an arrowhead:
hollow or indented





























blunting (the back of a blade) 296 - stone imitation of 934
boat-burial 209, 982 string 1044
boat-shaped stone coffin 208 tusk 239
boat-shaped tool 210, 957 bracer, leather 1106
body (of an object) 673 bracket ornament 1136
body ornaments 955, 1007 break 114
bone: broad blade 551
awl 733, 929 broad-edged axe (adze) 1125
adze or axe 588 Bronze Age 849
comb 342 bronze arrowhead (gen.) 158
gimlet 341 three-faced 1192
harpoon 344 bronze bell 157
hoe 343 bell bracelet 1030
implement 575 blade 317
inscription 577 bracelet 143, 1030
knife 571, 606 cogwheel plaque 1107
needle case 602 copy 38, 1077
needle 603,604a dagger 350
(and horn) objects 572, 575 drum 142
oracle 928 halberd: see pick-dagger
(and horn) point 604b, 733 -hilted dagger 1196
scraper 569 mirror:
spatula 340, 569 (handled) 165
spearhead 573, 604b, 605 (plane border) 315
sword 606 (ridged border) 836
work-tray 601 (swollen border) 466
boot-shaped axe 633 (TLV) 1071
border of a bronze mirror: pick-dagger:
plane 315 (narrow-bladed) 904
ridged 836 (short-tanged) 137, 624
swollen 466 (wide-bladed) 321
boring 37 pike: see spearhead
bosses 361, 1120 socket 1144
bottom of a vessel: spearhead 33, 126, 320, 813, 903
flat 319 thrusting weapon 126, 138
mat-imprinted 4 Bronze-Stone Age 850
pointed 739, 922, 1082, 1098 brush, scraping with 265
raised 2 bulb negative 117
rounded 667 of percussion 116, 1148
see also: base bulbar scar 1149
bowl: (gen.) 258 buoy nozzle 1157
deep 199 burial (gen.) 657
roofed 1068 burial:
stemmed 1039 additional 1127
stone 868 boat 209, 982
with foot or handle 693 with coffin 485
bowl barrow 180 with cover-pot 471
bowl-shaped 1166 collective 240
bow-tip 1157, 1195 cumulated 427
bracelet: (gen.) 631, 1153, 1154b extended 956
bead 1069 face-down posture 198
bell 1030 flexed: see contracted burial
bronze 143 with house-shaped coffin 487
hoe-shaped 635 infant 741, 1122
shell 444 jar 473
94 JAPANESE ARCHlEOLOGICAL TERMS 8, 1964
burial: - stone-built 877
joint 240 subterranean 64
lying position 230, 256, 999 sunken 1059, 1060
multiple 240 symmetrical 261, 801
ostentatious 600 trench type 1059, 1060, 1185
plain 277 wooden 682b, 683, 1137
with roofed coffin 487 burial jar: (gen.) 472
secondary 449 for infant 566,741, 1049, 1122
with shell filling 432, 443 burial mound: (gen.) 132, 133, 197,
shell-mound 457 211, 215, 216, 329, 1038
ship 209, 987 attending 24
with stone coffin 894 circular 180
with stone sarcophagus 888 escorting 24
with stone weight 112 Kofun 552
stretched: see extended burial Burial-mound Period, Japanese 553
subterranean 61 burial pit, trench type 860
tumulus 211 burial place 899
burial chamber: burial vessel 566, 1122
asymmetrical 495 burin: (gen.) 58, 73
corridor 1183 keeled 957
entrance to 179, 908 burnish 658
horizontal 194, 1131, 1183 burnished pottery 659
maIn 249 butt:
with pebble filling 1137 stone axe 70
pit-cave 64 shaft end 395



























carved dowel (or stick) rouletting 452, 753
carving technique 290
cave dwelling 514
cave site 144, 145, 146
ceramic coffin or sarcophagus 1101



































circular burial mound: (gen.) 180
tangented 987





Classic Stage (American archreology) 607
classification (of objects) 509, 510, 610
ENGLISH INDEX 95
clay 720, 1032 coiled string impressions 762
clay bedding 724 coiling technique 660
bosses 1120 cold climate phase 574
coating 722 collared pot 469
coffin 186, 282, 287, 289 comb, bone 342
coffin burial 487 comb-marked: design 629
copy 151 pottery 630
ear ornaments 150 comma-shaped:
clay figurine: (gen.) 134 beads and gems 238, 523, 654
'crowned' 746 pendants 901, 1109
with face-tattooing 242 see also: magatama
goggle-eyed 930 compartments, additional 205
with headgear 746 component culture 527
horse-shaped 123 composite: 520
masked 202 slab coffin 620, 1006
owl-faced 678 stone coffin 619
with triangular head 1175 tool 618
zoomorphic 127,420 concave:
clay head-rest 283 base 2
knobs 175, 775, 979b curvature 1011
mantle 722 concentric:
mask 147 circles 154
plaque 124 lozenges 797
rattle 148 concentrics 154
rib 1117, 1118 concentric semicircles 155, 423
ribbon 314, 721 conchoidal fracture 440
ribs, applied 220 conical:
ridges 314, 809, 810, 1117, 1118 core 183
sling ball or bullet 1124 vessel 327
solid 782, 1146 constricted gem 681
stamp 1028 constriction 293
strips 517 contact zone 924
tablet 124, 213 continuous:
warts 1120 arcs 774
weight 156 hatched triangles 649
cleaver 622, 853 nail impressions 648
closed finds 617 scrolls 744
cloth (gen.) 750 zigzag 777
cloth imprints 736 contracted burial 632, 1004, 1213
cloud design 621 controlled flaking 83
club, stone 856, 882a, 895 conventionalization
club-foot axe 13 (of a pattern or design) 32
club-head (with shaft-hole) 584 convex curve (sword) 1151b
coffee-bean pattern 931 cooking hearth 467b, 468
coffin: (gen.) 474 Copper Age 139, 153, 426
ceramic 1101 copy:
clay 186, 282, 287, 289, 487 in bronze 38, 1077
composite 619, 620, 1006 in clay: see clay copy
stone: see stone coffin in stone: see stone copy
trough type 1168, 1169 cord, stranded 1187
wooden 684, 1168 corded ware 910
vessel 1122 cord-impressed pottery 910
coffin burial 485 cord impressions:
coffin support 475 herring-bone 1155
cogwheel plaque, bronze 1107 zoned 1033


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































fortified place of the Ainu 59
fossil-wood beads 1158
force, point of applied 966
four-faced arrowhead 958































































clay: see clay figurine
stone

































































grave mound 132, 133,197,215,216,1038












































mounded see burial mound






























































































































100 JAPANESE ARCHlEOLOGICAL TERMS 8, 1964
hinge fracture 90,435 horn implement 459, 572, 785
historical archreology 771 horn-shaped handle 1141
history, recorded 770 horizontal:
hoard 120, 325, 371, 617 corridor chamber 1131
hoe: rock-cut tomb 1182
bone 343 striking platform 1016
stone 384 horse, stone 855
wooden 655 horse-type haniwa 123
hoe-shaped bracelet 635 house-type coffin 487
hollow foot (vessel) 1037 house-type stone coffin 367
hollow-based stone arrowhead 497, 1170 house ware (pottery) 975, 977, 1005
hollowed-out stone coffin 164, 345) 623 H-shaped pattern 562
honeycomb stone 259, 266, 337 human face decoration 405
I
Ice Age 354 indicative find or object 161
identifying mark 672 indigenous 408
imitations: see copy indirect technique 484, 755
images, anthropomorphic 402 infant burial 1122
imperial tomb 794 infant burial jar 741
impressions: infant jar-burial 1049
bamboo stick 65 inhumation 657
bat 1055 inner surface ornamentation 710
coiled string 767 inside lug pottery 708, 1150
continuous nail 648 inside ornamentation 710
fingernail 1136 interglacial 476
finger-tip 948,960 interlocked ornament 374
(rice-) grain 690 intermediate pottery 94
herring-bone cord 1155 interment 657
knot 421 internal lug (pottery) 708, 1150
leaf 587 internal ridge 114
mat 178 interrupted hatchings 1012
oblique Jomon 927 inturned: 711
rolled string 1189 rIm 707b, 709
roller 747 inward curvature or flexion 707b, 709,
rope 1139 711, 1151a
shell (gen.) 250,436 Iron Age 1080
shell-apex 437 Iron Age culture 1079
shell-back 438 iron:
split bamboo 291 arrowhead 318, 1092, 1097
string (gen.) 1188 axe (adze) 1088
string on tile 716 cut-and-thrust weapon 1076
string-wrapped dowel 451 halberd 1075
texture 736 lance 1090ab, 1091
zoned cord 1033 partisan 1090c
imprints, cloth 736 pick-dagger 1075
see also: impressions pike: see spearhead
incense burner 589 spearhead 33, 1090, 1091
incised decoration 580 weapon copied in bronze 1077
'incised pottery' 847 - copied in stone 1078
incisions, double-prong 291 irregular:
indented base: core 219
of vessel 2 stone implement 555
















































knob ornament 175, 775, 979
knob-shaped handles 805




double-winged K. 92, 988
gourd-shaped K. 222, 323, 324, 987

















































































442 leg of a vessel, hollow
563 leg ornament
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mirror, bronze 165, 315, 334, 836, 1071
mirror-shaped kofun 166, 167







moorland dwelling site 974











132, 133, 196, 197,
215, 216, 328, 1038
mound burial: see burial mound
mounded grave: see burial mound












































made from tooth or tusk







marine transgression and regression
mask, clay
























































































objects made of shell 446 orientalized style 1099
oblique Jomon impression 927 original Jomon1 414
oblique lattice work 932 original Jomon2 416
obsidian 1100 ornament 691, 700
occupation, area of 852 ornaments, body 956, 1007
-oid 1180 o-sembei pottery: see Senbei pottery
Old Stone Age 653 ossuary 608
one-shouldered 490 ostentatious burial 600
openwork: out-turned rim 707b, 749
ornament 503 oval (bump) rouletting 100, 579
technique 129 ovate form biface (hand-axe) 101, 766
oracle bone 928 overlapping 418,719
ordinary graver 1129 owl-faced clay figurine 678
organic substance 130
p
paddle stamping 1055 peaked rim 913
paddy-field site 1014 pear-shaped:
painted pottery 822, 829 axe or adze 23
painting (on vessel wall) 827 biface 781
Palreolithic Age 653 pebble artifact 773
pandurate axe (adze) 214,951 pebble filling, burial with 1137
papilla ornament 175, 775, 979a pecked stone axe (adze) 592
parasitical magatama 582 peeker (stone) 1142
parietal: pecking method 544, 591
drawing 237 pedestal 525, 545
painting 302 peg-footed (vessel) 1082
partially ground (stone) adze 640 pendant: (gen.) 1018, 1019, 1052
partisan 1090 axe-shaped 257
passage grave: belt 256, 1181
asymmetrical 495 comma-shaped 1109
symmetrical 261, 801, 986 sen1i-elliptic 499, 559
passage way 171, 906 made of tooth 939
paste 1032 percussion: (gen.) 1152
patina(tion) 599, 756, 876 perpendicular 1015
pattern 691, 700 perforated:
pattern of culture 49, 792 bottom (of a vessel) 596
paving 944, 945 clay solids 782
paving stones 200 disc 1207
peaks (on the rim) 806, 1103 (rice) reaper 998
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perforated: - double shouldered 798
stone arrowhead 1208 laurel-leaf 244
stone axe 1209a stemmed or tanged 1204, 1212
stone plaque 1043 willow-leaf 812
wall (of a vessel) 182,665 pointed:
periodization 399 bottom 739, 922, 1082, 1098
perpendicular percussion 1015 butt 104, 181, 738
pick: rim-projections 1176
antler 462 polish 658
'mesolithic' 993 polished (e.g. axe) 669
pick-a-back magatama 582 pollen analysis 430
pick-dagger: polychrome (pottery) 1053
bronze 137, 321, 624, 904 polyhedric:
Iron 1075 bead 537
stone 625, 884 graver 1046
pike: pommel 1132
narrow bladed 813, 903 postglacial epoch 561
socketed bronze 126,320,339,813,903 post hole 295
socketed iron 1090 post quem, terminus 370
tanged 605, 1177 pot as protecting cover 20, 471
wide bladed 320 pot: (gen.) 199
pile dwelling 564 bell-shaped 637
pillow plaque 97, 615, 1123 caliper-shaped 637
pin 1105 collared 469
pit cave 62, 63, 1056 toy 1040, 1042
pit-cave burial chamber 64 potter's wheel 787
pit dwelling 514, 1057b, 1058 pottery:
pithecanthropus 757 carefully manufactured 854
pitted pottery 169 crudely manufactured 1005
pitted stone 612 Epi-Jomon 1223
plain: monochromic 1048
blade 759 painted 822
burial 277 thick-walled 16, 17
d.esign 1003, 1050 thin-walled 1160, 1161
rIm 75 pottery:
plane border (bronze mirror) 315 flask 125, 322
plaque: ladle 152
belt or girdle 743 mound 140
clay 124 spoon 152
cogwheel-shaped 1107, 1108 steamer 467b, 468
metal 503, 1107 pouring vessel 125
pillow 97, 615, 1123 pre- 905
stone 1108 precede 914
plastic figure haniwa 512 pre-ceramic culture 911, 1214
plastic images, anthropomorphic 402 predecessor 915
plate 845 prehistoric archreology 921
pluvial epoch 609 prehistory:
Pleistocene 593 as period 1211
point 758, 923 as science 918, 962
point of a blade 346 prehistory and protohistory 919
point of applied force 966 pre-Jomon culture 911, 1214
point: (un)prepared core 85
bifacial 745 pre-ceramic culture 701a, 911, 1214
bone 604b, 733 pressure flaking 742



















































- convex-sided axe or adze 106, 933, 1072
nicked adze 522, 1210
































rice reaper: see reaper
ridge, internal 114
ridge, clay 314, 809, 810, 1117, 1118
ridge (on stone implement) 793















rim part of a vessel 560




























shell, made of 326, 433
perforated 998
prototype 994
stone, made of 377
rectangular cell rouletting 335
rectangular (chipped) stone axe (adze) 1051
reinforced border (mirror) 836
reinforcing part on a blade 954
relative date 1010
religious celebration site 826
relics 362, 404
relief stamping 494
replica: see copy, clay copy, stone copy
reprocessing 821
resultant culture 585
retouch: (gen.) 331, 349
unifacial 493
bifacial 800
































































































































































383b, 389, 502, 556a, 706a,










































































































bronze spearhead 33, 126, 320, 813, 903
Chinese spearhead 33
































































































































































- protection for coffin

























hollowed-out 164, 345, 623
house-type 367, 487
trough-type 1169
stone coffin burial 894
stone copy: (gen.) 870, 871
of axe or adze 872, 873
of bronze cogwheel plaque 1108
of bronze dagger 1197
of bronze halberd: see pick-dagger
of chisel 872, 873
of dish 866
of filter bed 867
of gouge 872,873
of iron weapon 1078
of knife 874
of nletal knife blade 383a, 556a
of mirror, etc. 1207
of pick-dagger 625, 884
of shell bracelet 934
storage pit 11, 1057a
storage vessel 91
stoup 1068
straight horizontal rim 301
stranded cord 1187
stratigraphy 989, 991





















































383b, 389, 502, 556a, 706a,













































stamping, embossed or relief






























swallowtail harpoon 176, 1121
swollen border (mirror) 466
sword, bone 606
sword-blade, wooden 307, 308, 685, 689

































table dolmen 108 - clay figurine 127, 420
tablet: haniwa 128
clay 124,213 see also zoomorphic
stone 232, 994, 1043 thick-butted:
tang: adze 93, 388
of a spearhead 400 axe 223
of a sword, etc. 712 thickening 313
tanged: thick-walled pottery 16,17
bone spearhead 605 thin-walled pottery 752, 825, 1160, 1161
bronze (thrusting) weapon 138 tholos 174,333, 1113
pike: see spearhead three-faced arrowhead 837, 840, 1192
point 1204, 1212 three period theory 834, 835
spearhead 1177 three-winged arrowhead 843
stone dagger 1199 thrusting weapon:
tangented circular knolls 987 bronze 126, 138
see also gourd-shaped kofun, bronze socketed 813, 908
twin kofun channelled 298
tap-foot(ed vessel) 1082 see also (bronze-, iron-) pike,
'Tengu's': spearhead, etc.
battle-axe 1084 thumb end scraper 39
nose-shaped bottom 1082 'thunderbolt' 760
nose-shaped handle 1083 tile, mesh impressed 737
rice spoon 1085 TLV-mirror 334, 1071
terminus a quo 372 toggle-head harpoon 176, 694a
terminus post quem 370 tomb:
ternate spike motif 680 imperial 794
terraced kofun 330 megalithic 644
terrace excavation 434 rock-cut 1182
terra cotta 1089 stone chamber 878
textile fabric 750 vaulted 174,333, 1113
texture impressions 736 tomb guard 864,865
T -figure ornament 937 tongue-shaped tang 712
theriomorphic: tooth, arrowhead made of 241
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tooth bead 238, 523 trichromic 841
tooth mutilation 938 trimming 83, 815, 821
(by extraction) 30 triple-ray motif 680,937
(by filing) 115, 830 triradiate stone object 838
top soil 353 trough-type coffin:
tortoise core 532 stone 1168
torus border (mirror) 466 wood 1169
touch up 821 trumpet-shaped haniwa 12
toy pot 1040, 1042 truncated wing, kofun with 352
transgression and regression, marine 447 Tsunamon (-style) pottery 1139
transition, typological 511 tubular bead 351, 614
transitional form 1017 tumulus 212
transverse arrowhead 77 see also burial mound, kofun
transverse scraper, stemmed 1021 tumulus burial 211,212
trapeziform: see also burial mound, kofun
artifact 376, 1073 tusk, as raw material for:
rouletting 817 adze 225
treating 460 arrowhead 241
treatment, final 936 bracelet 239
trefoil motif 680 figurine 226
trench 268,824, 1111 pendants 939
trench-type burial: twin kofun 222, 984, 987
chamber 1059, 1060, 1185 see also gourd-shaped kofun,
pit 860 tangented tombs
trepanation: twin line ornamentation 204, 291
operation 916 twisted string 1188
skull with 917 two-edged (sword) 796
trial excavation 949 type: (gen.) 195, 942, 1036
trial trench 814 object 359b, 698
triangles, hatched 649,935 pottery 359a, 698
triangle-headed clay figurine 1175 site or station 360,699
triangular: typological:
stone arrowhead 833 change or transition 511






























































sword 307, 308, 685, 689





























of pike- or spearhead
willow-leaf point





































pattern: see zonal design
zoomorphic:
clay figurine
handle or lug
haniwa
see also: theriomorphic
1033
127,420
131
128
